SI-30
YOUR TABLETOP
FOLDER INSERTER
The efficient and economical solution for all office mail

SI-30

10 TIMES FASTER
THAN BY HAND
How much time do you spend on mailings?
On average, it takes you 1 hour to hand fold and
insert 100 pieces of mail. Did you know that
the SI-30 can do the same job more than 10 times
faster? With a maximum speed of 1.350 envelopes
per hour, the SI-30 can easily save you more than
2 days every month. Imagine what you can do with
this extra time. What is more, its ease of use,
compact design, and quiet operation makes
the SI-30 fit perfectly into any office
environment.

WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
Does your mail vary in paper size, paper quality etc.? Does it consist of
invoices, cards or reply envelopes? The SI-30 does it all for you.
The Document Feeders enables you to process up to 2 x A4 documents.
Do you have inserts that are up to A5 size? Just use the Insert Feeder.

EASY TO USE - AS SIMPLE AS A PHOTOCOPIER
10 TIMES FASTER THAN BY HAND
SMALL FOOTPRINT - FITS ON ANY DESK
FULLY ACCESSIBLE - ERGONOMIC DESIGN
VARIOUS TYPES AND SIZES OF ENVELOPES

INSERT’N FRANK
Automate your total mail flow by connecting the SI-30 to a Neopost
franking system.

PROFESSIONAL LOOKING MAIL PIECE
Effective communication starts with a professional looking mail piece.
That is why the SI-30 assembles all documents before folding them.
The result: the recipient opens the envelope and all the documents are
presented together, always in the right order.

DAILY MAIL
The Daily Mail mode offers to process up to 5 sheets fed by hand,
stapled or unstapled.

EVERY TYPE OF ENVELOPE

USER-FRIENDLY

SI-30 can handles various types of envelopes from C5/6 up to C5.
Up to 100 envelopes can easily be loaded in the envelope hopper.

The SI-30 is designed so that anyone in the office can use it. The large
clear control screen gives step by step prompts and guidance. To make
things even easier, the system has a 9-job memory so regular mail runs
can be recalled at the press of a button. SI-30 is as easy to use as a photocopier.
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CUSTOMER AND AFTER SALES SERVICE
Neopost ensures the best customer and after sales service in the world.
We wouldn’t be nr. 1 in the world if we didn’t care about you, would we?

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST
Neopost is the European leader and a leading worldwide provider of
mailing and logistics solutions.

SPECIFICATIONS
2 sheet feeders
1 Insert/BRE feeder

STANDARD FEATURES

FITS IN EVERY OFFICE ENVIRONMENT
Low noise level, great flexibility, compactness and matchless
ease-of-use: these features make the SI-30 fit in any office environment.

SECURE PROCESSING
To ensure that every recipient gets the correct mail piece, Neopost’s
electro-mechanical thickness detection protects against double feeding.
It is insensitive to dust, and works with toner or coloured paper.
The SI-30 measures the thickness of every document from each feeder
via secure’n Feed.

EXCELLENT ACCESSIBILITY
The SI-30 gives you quick, safe and easy access to all parts of the paper
path. You will quickly be up and running again if there is a break in
production.
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Daily Mail for stapled and unstapled sets
Cascade feeding
Fold-only applications
Electro-mechanical secure’n Feed
9 programmable jobs
DOCUMENTS
Height
Width
Weight
Feeder capacity

A5 and A4 and for others 178 - 356 mm
80 - 356 mm
70 - 120 gsm
100 sheets (80 gsm)

INSERTS/BRE’S
Height
Width
Weight
Feeder capacity

80 - 150 mm
142 - 226 mm
80 - 250 gsm (inserts) 70 - 90 gsm (BREs)
200 (inserts)100 (BREs)

ENVELOPES
Length
Width
Capacity hopper

105 - 165 mm
224 - 240 mm
100 envelopes

FOLDING
Capacity
Max. weight
Fold types

Max. 5 sheets(80 gsm)
120 gsm
letter, single, double parallel, no fold

PERFORMANCE
Speed

up to 1,350/hour

DIMENSIONS
Length
Width
Height
Weight

615 mm
420 mm
525 mm
40 kg

Being ISO 9001 and 14001 certified,
Neopost will serve you in accordance
with the highest process, quality and
environmental standards.
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Remember the time when you had to put your mail together
by hand? Manually collating, folding, inserting, sealing and
stacking your mail pieces: a time-consuming business.
But there is a better way: the SI-30 folder-inserter.
The SI-30 handles all your mail automatically, saving you
time and money. It produces a professional looking mail
piece and it is as easy to use as a photocopier.

